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Who is the author of Heroes in Training 

- Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom?

Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams cover

Who had the power to see the future 

and told the prophecy?

Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi in 

Greece

ii

Who ruled the Titan giants who ruled 

over all of Earth’s domains?

King Cronus ii

Where were five Olympian child gods 

being held captive?

In King Cronus’s belly 1

What did the five Olympian child gods 

see that flew into King Cronus’s mouth 

and belly?

A cone-shaped stone 3

What would happen to the five 

Olympian child gods if they didn’t leave 

King Cronus’s belly?

They would never age older than 

ten

4

What did the Olympians find in King 

Cronus’s belly to make a slingshot?

An old Minotaur wishbone and a 

strip of sinew

5

What happened to King Cronus when 

they shot the cone-shaped stone out of 

his belly?

It knocked out one of his front 

teeth

5

Where did the cone-shaped stone land 

after the Olympians shot it out of King 

Cronus’s belly?

It rolled to the bottom of some 

marble stairs in front of a temple.

5

What were the names of the five 

Olympian child gods held captive in King 

Cronus’s belly?

Hades, Poseidon, Demeter, Hestia, 

and Hera

5-Mar

Where was the cave where Zeus had 

lived the first ten years of his life?

Crete 8

What did Zeus hear every time he got 

struck by lightning?

He heard a voice telling him that 

he was the one.

8

Who was Amalthea? Zeus’s goat 10

Where did the nymph hide before it 

revealed itself before milking 

Amalthea, the goat?

In a willow tree 10



How tall were Titan giants? As tall as oak trees 11

What letters were carved on the 

Titan’s iron helmets and armor?

KC (King Cronus) 13

What were the soldiers called that 

worked for King Cronus?

cronies 13

What prevented the Titan (Double Chin) 

from eating Amalthea, the goat?

A bee named Melissa stung him. 15

What names did Zeus have for the 

three Titan giants that took him from 

the cave?

Double Chin, Blackbeard, and Lion 

Tattoo

15

How did the Titan giants figure out 

that Zeus was nearby when he was 

hiding in his cave?

Double Chin saw Zeus’s drinking 

cup and discovered that the milk 

in it was still warm.

16

Who was the leader of the three Titan 

giants who took Zeus from his cave?

Lion Tattoo 19

How did the Titan giants restrain Zeus 

while they made him walk to Delphi?

They stuck a helmet down on him, 

trapping his arms.

20

What is the name of the sea near the 

city of Delphi, Greece?

The Mediterranean Sea 27

What did the nymph find inside the 

basket with the orphaned baby Zeus?

A note with the word Zeus written 

on it

31

What attacked the Titan giants on the 

ship when they kidnapped Zeus?

harpies 33

What did harpies look like? They were big birds with women’s 

faces and sharp beaks

33

Whose helmet did the Titan giants 

shove onto Zeus’s body?

Double Chin’s 37

What flew alongside the harpies with a 

piece of papyrus in its beak when they 

flew with Zeus in their talons?

A pigeon 42

What did the note say that the pigeon 

delivered to a half-giant on a military 

ship? 

Capture Zeus 42

What did Zeus think the harpy called 

him?

A flea 45



What did Zeus see inside the temple 

where he hid from the Titan giants?

A big cone-shaped rock with a 

jagged stick stuck into it

48

What did Zeus pull out of the cone-

shaped stone?

A thunderbolt 51

Why couldn’t Pythia, the Oracle of 

Delphi in Greece, see very well?

Her glasses were foggy from the 

mist

55

What were common names of boys in 

Crete?

Alexander or Nicholas 57

What did Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi 

in Greece, think Zeus’s name was at 

first?

Goose 57

What did Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi 

in Greece, tell Zeus about the 

thunderbolt he held?

Only the trueborn king of the 

Olympians could have pulled it 

from the cone-stone.

59

Where did Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi 

in Greece, direct Zeus to go?

Wherever the cone-stone led him 60

What words did Zeus read that had 

been scratched between the black 

symbols on the cone-stone?

Help us…we are in Cronus! 62

What happened after Zeus read aloud 

the words written between the black 

symbols on the cone-stone?

A oval-shaped chip fell away from 

the cone-stone

63

When Zeus first looked at the oval-

shaped chip of cone-stone, what did it 

say?

Find Poseidon 63

What language did the chip of stone 

speak?

Chip Latin 66

What was Zeus able to do with the 

thunderbolt that made it more 

convenient?

Shrink it to the size of a dagger 68

What did the chip of cone-stone say 

when Zeus was hiding under the table?

Danger 70

Why was Zeus excited when he read 

that the King could free the bolt?

He wanted to be able to let go of 

the thunderbolt. 

75



What did King Cronus plan to unleash in 

each of the realms?

Creatures of Chaos 78

Where did the Sunhead Titan want to 

jail the Olympians?

At the far corners of the Earth 80

What gave away Zeus’s hiding place to 

the twelve giants?

He accidentally cut through the 

trunk of the tree he was hiding 

behind with his thunderbolt.

81

Why did Zeus think it was snowing when 

he fell in front of King Cronus?

King Cronus was sprinkling salt on 

him 

83

What did Zeus throw down King 

Cronus’s throat?

His thunderbolt 85

What happened when Sunhead did the 

Heimlich maneuver on King Cronus?

King Cronus threw up the five 

Olympians

87

Who was the Olympian boy with 

turquoise eyes?

Poseidon 91

Which of the five Olympians did Zeus 

meet first after King Cronus barfed 

them up?

Poseidon and Hera 91

What did Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi 

in Greece, tell Zeus he had to find to 

defeat the first of the Creatures of 

Chaos?

The trident 95

What does the prefix, tri-, mean? three 96

What did Poseidon admit that was 

ironic?

He didn’t know how to swim 97

What did Zeus, Poseidon, and Hera 

notice about the sea when they looked 

at it from the top of the hill?

It was boiling 97

What nickname did Hera call Zeus? Thunderboy 100


